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ANALYTIC COEFFICIENTSO
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Abstract. Let T be a simply connected domain of the z=x+/v plane, whose

boundary contains a portion a of the x-axis. Also let A(z, Q, B{z, Ç), F(z, £), a(z),

j8(z) and p(z) be holomorphic functions for z, £e T \J a u T, with a(z) — ifi(z) ± 0 for

zefuu, a(z) + i'j3(z) # 0 for z 6 7" u o. Furthermore, we assume that a(x) and ß(x)

are real valued functions for x e o. Our reflection principle states that for any solution

w=u + iv of an equation of the type dw¡ñz=A(z, z)w+B(z, z)w + F(z, z) in T under

the boundary condition a(x)u+ß(x)v = p(x) on a, w can be continued analytically

across the x-axis, onto the entire mirror image T.

1. Introduction. The classical reflection principle for the Cauchy-Riemann

equations has been generalized by many authors to solutions of various types of

elliptic equations with analytic coefficients in the plane. Second order equations

have been investigated by Lewy [9], biharmonic equations by Poritsky [11],

Duffin [4], Bramble [2], Sloss [12], and polyharmonic equations by Huber [6] and

Kraft [7].

Some more general higher order equations have been treated by Brown [3],

Sloss [13], and Yu [16].

Garabedian [5] demonstrated a reflection principle for a very general system of

second order quasi-linear elliptic equations, but his results are local and the

domains into which reflection is possible are not made explicit, even for linear

equations. Kraft [8] has adopted Garabedian's method to reflection principles for

C2 solutions of a class of first order quasi-linear elliptic system, but again his

results are local and not explicit.

Our purpose is to study the reflection principle for elliptic equations of the type

(M) du/dx — dv/dy = au + bv+f,        du/dy + dv/dx = cu + dv+g,
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where a, b, c, d, fi g are analytic functions of the real variables x, y in a domain of

z = x + iy plane. We shall achieve the reflection principle for this by simple explicit

formulas which then will give clear information about the domain of extension.

The solutions of equation (M) have many properties similar to those of holo-

morphic functions. These properties have been studied systematically by Bers and

Vekua in their well-known books [1], [14], But almost nothing was known about the

reflection principle.

Our method is to apply Lewy's idea in [9] to the complex representations devel-

oped by Vekua [15]. One of the main difficulties encountered in applying the

method of Lewy [9] to the case of (M) is that the complex representation (3.11)

established by Vekua for the solution w(z) of (2.2) in a domain G cannot immedi-

ately be applied to G u 8G, where dG is the boundary of G. The difficulty has been

overcome by using the generalized Cauchy integral formula (Theorem 4.2).

In §2 we give some definitions and state the main theorem. In §3 we follow the

method of Vekua [15] to give integral representations of the solutions of (M) in

the domain G. In §4 we extend the integral representation (4.7) to the boundary of

the domain on which the solution is given. Then in §6 we prove the main theorem.

2. Definitions and the main theorem. We now give a few definitions and

properties of holomorphic functions of several complex variables which will be

needed later.

Let/(z1;..., zn) be a holomorphic function of the complex variables z1;..., zn

in a domain G^Cn. We can associate with/(z1;..., zn) another function, defined

in the conjugate domain G={fa, ■ ■ ■, L)l (li, ■ • -, U) e Cn, fa, ...,£„) e G} by the

formula

(2.1) f*fa, ...,tn)= f(li,...,L),       fa, ...,L)eG.
We callf*(t,x,..., £„) the * conjugate function toffa, ■ ■ ■, zn). It is easily seen that

fi*fa,..., in) is a holomorphic function of &,..., £„ in G.

Now let g(xx, yx', ■ ■ ■', xn, vn) be a given analytic function of the real variables

Xi, Ji, • • -, x„, yn, in a domain G e Cn. According to the theory of functions of

several complex variables there corresponds a function, called the analytic con-

tinuation of gfa, ji ;... ; xn, yn), which is complex analytic in a domain H e C2n

of the 2« complex variables xlt yx ', ■ ■ ■ ; xn, yn, containing G, and which coincides

with g(xj, ^i ;... ; xn, yn) for fa, j>x ;... ; xn, yn) e G. We shall denote the analytic

continuation of gfa, yx \ ■ ■ ■ \ xn, yn) again by gfa, yi ;... ; xn, yn).

Let us now introduce 2w new variables zk, ik (k= 1,..., n) by the relations

zk = xk + iyk,       L,k = xk—iyk,

the variables zk and lk are conjugate if and only if xk and yk are real. We put

Gfa, ix,..., zn, £n) = gfa, yx,..., xn, yn).

According to the above,  G(zl5 £i,..., zn, £n) is holomorphic in 2« complex

variables z1; fa...,zn, £n.
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By introducing the complex notation d/dz=\(d/dx + id/dy), we can write (M)

in the complex form

(2.2) dw/dz = Aw + Bw + F

where

w = u+iv, A = \(a + d+ic—ib),

B = i{a-d+ic + ib), F = ±(f+g).

If we continue a, b, c, d,fi g into the complex, we obtain A, B, Fas holomorphic

functions of the two complex variables z=x+iy, l=x—iy.

Throughout this paper we will assume F to be a simply connected domain on the

z plane whose boundary dTis supposed to contain a segment o-, o={x : a<x<b}.

We assume a to contain the origin as an interior point.

We also assume A(z, £), B(z, £), F(z, £) are holomorphic functions of z, £ e T

u a u F, where T is the conjugate domain of T.

The main result in this paper will be Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.1. Let w(z) be a C solution of differential equation (2.2) in T, con-

tinuous in Tu o, satisfying

Re [Xjx)w] = au+ßv = p(x),       X(x) = a(x) + iß(x),

on o, where p(z), a{z), ß(z) are holomorphic functions in the domain T u o U T, such

that a(z)-iß(z)j=0 for zeTuo, a(z) + iß(z) ^ 0 for zeTuo. Then w(z) can be

continued analytically into the domain F u o\j T; that is, there exists a unique w(z)

which is a C solution of differential equation (2.2) in Tu er u F and which agrees

with the given w(z) in F u o.

3. Integral representations and the generalized Cauchy integral formula. In this

section we give a brief summary of the representation formulas of the solutions of

equation (2.2). These are studied in Vekua [15].

Let GcFUcrUFbea simply connected domain in the complex plane. Then we

have

Theorem 3.1 (Vekua [15, p. 82]). Every C solution w(z) of equation (2.2)

in G has an analytic continuation W(z, Ç) to (G, G) in the complex variables (z, £);

that is, W(z, I) is holomorphic for zeG, £ e G, and W(z, z) = w(z)for z eG.

For this continuation,

(3.1) dW/dC = A(z, l)W(z, L) + B(z, t)W*tt, z) + F(z, Q

where W*(t„ z) is the * conjugate function of W(z, £), and is defined by (2.1). For

l=z, dW/8t, = dW/dz, and (3.1) reduces to (2.2). Moreover, if W(z, 0 is a holo-

morphic function of z, t, for z e G, le G, satisfying (3.1), then W(z, z) satisfies

equation (2.2) in G.
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A convenient technical simplification results from using the transformation

(3.2) W(z, Q = W0(z, 0 exp f A(z, t) dt,
Jii

where ix is a fixed point in F. Substituting (3.2) in (3.1), we obtain the differential

equation

(3.3) dWJdl = C(z, l)W*(l, z) + F0(z, 0

where

C(z, 0 = B(z, 0 exp [£ A*tt, t) dt-Ç A(z, t) dt},

F0(z, 0 = F(z, 0 exp [-J"' A(z, t) dt} ■

Lemma 3.1. Every solution W0(z, £) of equation (3.3), holomorphic in the domain

(G, G), has the following integral representation formula :

(3.4)

W,(z, 0 = cp(z)+ r Fx(z, l, t, Ç0)<p(t) dt
Jz0

+ f F2(z,t,z0,T)<p*(T)dT+U0(z,i:)
Ju

where (z0, £0) is a fixed point in (G, G), </>(z) is a holomorphic function in G, U0(z, Ç)

is a holomorphic function for z, faT^J <x u F, and Fx(z, £, t, t), T2(z, £, t, t) are two

holomorphic functions of the four variables z, t, £, t £ Fu a u F. Furthermore,

(3.5)

and

U0(Z, 0 =  Í    E0(Z, r)dr+í    dr f  Fx(z, t, t, r)F0(t, r) dt
»/Co J £o        J^o

+ f ¿r P ra(z, £, f, t)F0*(t, 0 *

(3.6) r^z,^?, r) = £r(z, ç,?,^)^,

(3.7) T2(z, £, t, r) = C(Z, t) +J"*C(£, Or^Z, £, |, r) d£

where F is the unique holomorphic solution of the Volterra integral equation

(3.8) T(z, t, t, t) = C(z, r)C*(r, t)+^dn j"C(|, t)C*(t, i)r(z, Ç, |, ,) <&

forz,t,,t,reTKJa\J T.

Conversely, if W0(z, Ç) is given by (3.4) in the domain (G, G), then W0(z, £) satisfies

(3.3) in (G, G).
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Let w0(z) = W0(z, z). Then

(3.9) dwo/dz = C(z, z)w0(z) + F0(z, z).

By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, we have

Lemma 3.2. Every C solution w0(z) of differential equation (3.9) in G has the

integral representation

(3.10)

w0(z) = <f>(z)+ f T^z, z, t, £0)cA(i) dt
J z0

+ \    T2{z, z, z0, t)cÄ*(t) dr + UQ(z, z).

Conversely, the function w0(z) which is given by (3.10) is a solution of differential

equation (3.9) in G.

By Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3.2 and the transformation (3.2), we have

Theorem 3.2. Every C solution w(z) of differential equation (2.2) in G has the

integral representation

(3.11)

w(z) = [<p(z)+J" Tx(z, z, t, U)<p(t) dt

+ f   r2(z, z, z0, t)cä*(t) dr + U0(z, z)\ exp |    A(z, t) dt.

Conversely, the function w(z) which is given by formula (3.11) is a solution of differ-

ential equation (2.2) in G.

Now we are in a position to state the generalized Cauchy integral formula of the

homogeneous differential equation

(3.12) ôw/dz = C(z, zfwjz).

Theorem 3.3. Let H be a simply connected domain with piecewise smooth

boundary dH such that H u STTc T u a u T, then for any C solution w(z) of differ-

ential equation (3.12), continuous in H u dH, we have

(3.13) w(z) = ^-.\   [w(t)U(t, i, z, z) dt-w(t)V(t,t,z,z) dt],
¿TTl JgH

where

(3.14) U(t, i, z, z) = Ux(t, i, z, z) - U2(t, t, z, z),

(3.15) V(t, t, z, z) = Vx(t, t, z, z) - V2(t, t, z, z),

(3.16) Ux(t, i, z, z) = l/(t-z)-Tx(z, z, t, t) log [(t-z)(i-z)\+zlx,

(3.17) Vx(t, t, z, z) = -r*(z, z, t, t) log [(,-z)(i-z)]+S2,
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and 1,x(t, r¡, z, £), E2(t, r¡, z, £), U2(t, -q, z, t), V2(t, r¡, z, Q are certain holomorphic

functions oft, r¡, z, £ e Tu o u F, given explicitly in Vekua [15, pp. 77-81].

4. The complex integral representation in D u o0. One of the main difficulties

encountered in proving Theorem 2.1 is that the complex integral representation

(3.11) cannot immediately be applied to the boundary of G. The following Theorem

4.2 is going to overcome this difficulty.

We shall establish a few lemmas to help us to prove Theorem 4.1 and Theorem

4.2. From now on we will assume D to be a simply connected domain with a

smooth boundary dD such that Du dD^Tu a. The boundary 3D is supposed to

contain a segment o0, a0={x : a < a0 < x < b0 < b, a0 < 0, b0 > 0}.

Let w(z) be a C function in D, Holder continuous in D u dD. Define the func-

tions

(4.1) gx(z) = ±-\   p^dt,       zeD,
¿ni JgD t—z

(4.2) g2(z, £) = ¿ J^ w(t)Tx(z, i, t, t) log [(t-z)(t- £)] dt,       zeD,Ce D,

(4.3) g3(z, 0 = ¿ Jsd W)T2(z, I, t, t) log [(t-z)(t- Q] dt,       zeDAeD,

(4.4) gAz, 0 = ¿ jso w(t)[2Zx(t, t, z, Q - U2(t, i, z, Q] dt, zeD,t,e D,

(4.5) gh(z, 0 = ¿ |to W)Pt(t, t, I, z) - V*(t, t, I, z)] dt, zeDAeD,

where the functions Tx, T2, U2, V*, 2^, S2 are defined in the previous section. Recall

they are holomorphic functions of t, -n, z, I for t, r¡, z, l e T u a u T. We have

Lemma 4.1. The function gx(z) is holomorphic in D, and can be defined as a Holder

continuous function in D u dD.

Proof. See Mushelisvili [10].

Lemma 4.2. The function g2(z, £) is holomorphic in (D, D) and for a fixed point

£o e D, g2(z, £o) is continuous in D u o-0, a0={x : a0<x<b0}.

Proof. If tedD, the function log [(t-z)(t—£)] of (z, £) is single-valued and

holomorphic w.r.t. z, £ for (z, 0 e (D, D). Hence the same is true for

w(t)Tx(z, C,t,i) log [(t-z)(t-Í)].

Since integration with respect to t preserves this property, g2(z, Ç) is a holo-

morphic function for z e D, £ e D as asserted.
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We write

gÁz, 0 = ¿ j   w(t)Fx(z, £, t, i) log [(t-z)(t-l)] dt

= 4i f      "(Or\(z, c, t, t) log [(/-z)(t- C)] dt

+ ¿ £° HOFiiz, Í, t, t) log (t-z) dt

= I(z,0 + II(z,0 + III(z,0.

Let F>! be a subdomain of F), the boundary SF^ of which contains a segment a1(

where c^ is a closed subinterval of a0. Furthermore, assume that the distance from

Dx to SF)\ct0 is greater than zero. Thus, for t e dDfa, ze DjU olt the function

w(/)r1(z, Jo, t, t) log [(/-zXi-îo)]

is uniformly continuous. Therefore I(z, Co) is continuous for zonflu o0.

Using integration by parts, we obtain for a0 i x i b0,

II(z, £0) = ■*-. {w(x)ri(z, Co, x, x)(x-z) log (x-z)-w(x)Fx(z, Co, x, x)(x-z)}xzll

1    fbo d
2¿i I    {ix - z) logfx - z) - (x - z)} ̂  {w(x)ri(z, Co, x, x)} dx.

Since if xeo0 the function (x — z)log (x — z) — (x — z) is continuous for any

z e D u ct0, it follows that II(z, £0) is continuous in D u cr0.

A similar integration by parts proves that III(z, Co) is continuous in D u o-0.

This completes the proof.

Using the same method, we get the following

Lemma 4.3. The function g3(z, C) is holomorphic in (D, D), and for fixed Co 6 A

gaiz, Co) is continuous in D u aQ, o-0 = {x : a0<x<b0}.

Lemma 4.4. The functions g¡fz, Q, g5(z, C) are holomorphic in (D, D) and for

fixed Co e F>, gi(z, Co) and g5(z, Co) are continuous in D U <r0 kj D.

Proof. This follows since the integrands are holomorphic functions of z,CeT

UaUf.

Theorem 4.1. Let w0(z) be a C solution of differential equation (3.9) in D, Holder

continuous in D U 3D. Then there is a holomorphic function W0(z, C), z e D, C e D,

such that w0(z) = W0(z, z). Furthermore, for a fixed point Co e A W0iz, Co) is holo-

morphic in D and continuous in D u o0.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and (3.5), there exists a solution wx(z) of homogeneous

differential equation (3.12) in D such that

(4.6) w0(z) = Wx(z)+U0(z,z).

Since U0(z, £) is a holomorphic function for z, £ e F u o u T, therefore, wx(z) is

Holder continuous in D U dD. Define

Wx(z, £) = ¿ j"   [Wx(t)U(t, i, z, £) dt-^x!T)V*(t, t, £, z) di],

where U(t, r, z, £), V(t, t, z, £) are given by Theorem 3.3. It is easy to see that

Wx(z, £) = gx(z)-g2(z, t) + g3(z, Q+gi(z, 0-g5(z, £),

where glt g2, g3, gt, g5 are defined by (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), (4.5) respectively. By

Lemmas 4.1 through 4.4, the function IFi(z, £) is defined as a holomorphic function

for z e D, £ e D, and for a fixed point £0 e D, Wx(z, £0) is holomorphic in D and

continuous in D u <j0. By Theorem 3.3, we have Wx(z, z) = Wx(z) in D, so the func-

tion W0(z, £) = Wi(z, £) + C/(z, £) serves the purpose ; this completes the proof.

Theorem 4.2. Let w(z) be a C solution of differential equation (2.2) in D, Holder

continuous on D u dD. Then

(4.7)

(z) = \<p(z) +Ç Tx(z, z, t, z0)<j>(t)

+ P r2(z, z, z0, r)<p*(r) dr+ U0(z, z)\ exp f   A(z, t) dt,
Jlo J Jt-1

where <f>(z) is a function holomorphic in D, and can be defined as a continuous junction

in D u ct0. Conversely, the function w(z) which is given by (4.7) is a solution of

differential equation (2.2) in D, continuous in D u o0.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1, we have a holomorphic function W(z, £), z e D, £ e D,

such that W(z, z) = w(z). Moreover, (3.2) and Lemma 3.1 give the representation

W(z,l) = W0(z,Ç)exp f A(z, t),
hi

dt

= i<t>(z)+r Tx(z,lt,z0)<f>(t)dt
Jz0

£ T2(z, £, z0, t)<p*(t) dr+ U0(z, £)| exp [|? A(z, t) dr],+

where ç4(z) is a function holomorphic in D. Next, observe that w(z) is Holder

continuous in D u dD if and only if w0(z) is Holder continuous in D u dD, where

w0(z)= W0(z, z). By Theorem 4.1, IF0(z, z0) is holomorphic in D and continuous in

D U o0, where z0 is a fixed point in D. By (3.6), IF0(z, z0) = c4(z)+ (7o(z, z0). Thus

(p(z) is holomorphic in D and can be defined as a continuous function in D u o0.
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5. The complex Volterra integral equations. The complex Volterra integral

equations in domain D have been studied in detail in Vekua [15]. The purpose of

this section is to study the Volterra integral equation

(5.1) g(z) = fi(z)+^K(z, t)g(t) dt,       zeDu a0,

where D and ct0 are defined in §4,/(z) is continuous in D u <r0 and holomorphic in

D, and K(z, t) is holomorphic in (T u o u T, T u o u F).

Theorem 5.1. The integral equation (5.1) has a unique solution g(z) which is

continuous in D\J o0 and holomorphic in D.

Proof. To prove the existence of a solution, we construct a sequence of functions

gn(z) (n= 1, 2,...) as follows:

gofa = fiz),       gniz) = fiiz) + I" K(z, t)gn_xiO dt.
Jo

It is evident that if

(5.2) lim gn(z) = g(z)

exists uniformly on every compact subset of D u o0, then g(z) is a solution of (5.1)

in D.

To demonstrate the uniform convergence, we observe that

(5.3) gn(z) = fiz)+fo rn(z, 0/(0 dt

where

(5.4) r»(z, 0 = K'(z, /)+••• +Kn(z, t)

and

K'(z, t) = K(z, t),       Ki + 1(z, t) = jZK(z, C)K'(C, 0 dl

The sum of the right of (5.4) is easily seen to converge uniformly in every compact

subset of (F u a u F, F u a u F) by the principle of dominated convergence, and

this established (5.4).

To prove the uniqueness, let/(z) = 0, then (5.1) becomes

(5.5) g(z) = ^K(z,t)g(t)dt.

Since we assume g(z) is holomorphic in D, and continuous in D u <j0, therefore the

integration on the right side on (5.5) is independent of the path in D u a0.
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Let t=\(6), Oiôil, denote the path, for which 0 = A(0), z0 = A(l). Assume

|A'(0)| iq, K(z, t)iM. Hence, if z is a point of the path, z = \(fi), we have

|g(z)| = I [k(z, t)g(t)dt    i M \Z\g(t)\ \dt\
I Jo 7o

= M f |g(A(0))| |A'(Ö)| dB i Mq f |g(A(ö))| dB.
Jo Jo

Letting h(6)= |g(A(0))|, we thus have

h(ß) i Mq[ h(6) d6 = MqA,       where A = f h(9) d9.
Jo Jo

Using this inequality again, we have h(ß)iAM2q2ß. In a similar manner,

h(ß) i Mn + 1qn+1Aßn/n\,       n = 0,l,....

The last inequality holds for any n, and the right side can be made as small as

we wish by choosing n sufficiently large. It follows, therefore, that |g(A(f?))| =h(6)

= 0. This completes the proof.

(A similar estimate will prove that the iteration procedure converges.)

The same method to prove uniqueness can give the following:

Corollary 5.1. The integral equation

w(x) =      K(x, t)w(t) dt,       x, t e aQ,

has only the trivial solution in L2fa, b0).

6. Proof of the main theorem.    We first establish the reflection principle in

D u a0, where D and <j0 are defined in §4.

Lemma 6.1. Let w(z) = u + iv be a C solution of differential equation (2.2) in D,

Holder continuous in D u 3D, satisfying

(6.1) Re [A(x)w] =■ au+fiv = p(x),       xeo0, A = a + iß,

where p(z), a(z), ß(z) are holomorphic functions in the domain öu<j0ufl, such

that a(z)-iß(z)^0for ze Du o0, a(z) + iß(z)^0for z e D u o0. Then w(z) can be

continued analytically into the domain D u o0 u D, i.e. there exists a unique w(z)

which is a C solution of differential equation (2.2) in D u o0 U D and which agree

with the given w(z) in D U a0.

Proof. By Theorem 4.2, we have the integral representation

w(z) = U(z)+ I** T^z, z, t, z0)<p(t) dt

(6.2) ,
+ [" r2(z, z, z0, t)4>*(t) dr+ U0(z, z)\ exp   f ' A(z, t) dt],
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where </>(z) is a function holomorphic in D, and can be defined as a continuous

function in D u o0. Thus

Mz) = U*(z)+ f r*(z, z, /, z0)cA*(i) dt

(6.3) s     "°
+ Í   Tt(z, z, z0, t)<p(t) dr + Uo*(z, z)\ exp IJ    A*(z, t)dt\-

Condition (6.1) implies

(6.4) 2p(x) = (a{x) - iß{x))w{x) + (a(x) + iß(x))w(x), X G o0.

Set

Gx(z) = (a(z)-iß(z)) exp [J" A(z, t) dt\,

G2(z) = (a(z) + iß(z)) exp í i" A*(z, t) dt\,

then Gi(z)^0 for z e D u o0 and G2(z)5¿0 forzeDu o0. Substituting (6.2) and

(6.3) into (6.4), we obtain the relation for zea0 (i.e. for x e a0),

2P(z) = G1(z)cA(z) + G2(z)^*(z)

+ Í   {Tx(z, z, t, z0)Gx(z) + Tl(z, z, z0, t)G2(z)}<f>(t) dt

(6.5) J:i

+ |Z {r2(z, z, z0, t)Gx(z) + T*(z, z, t, z0)G2(z)}<p*(t) dt
Jzo

+ Gx(z)U0(z,z) + G2(z)Uo*(z,z).

Recall that Tx(z, z , t, z0), T2(z, z, z0, r), Tf(z, z, t, z0), Tf(z, z, z0, t), C/0(z, z),

U*(z, z), Gx(z), G2(z) and p(z) are holomorphic for z, /, t e F) u o-0 u F>. We also

see that c4*(z) is known for z g 5 u a0. Then (6.5) suggests a Volterra integral

equation for an unknown function i/i(z) in D u o0, as follows :

(6.6)    f(z) = G^z^+jVife z, t, z0)Gx(z) + T*{z, z, z0, OGÄO *

where

f(z) = 2Kz)-G2(z)ci*(z)

- Í   {Tx(z, z, t, z0)Gx(z) + T*(z, z, z0, t)G2(z)}<f>(t) dt
Jzo

(6-7) „
- {T2(z, z, z0, t)Gx(z) + T*(z, z, t, z0)G2(z)}<p*(t) dt

Jzo

-Gx(z)U0(z,z)-G2(z)Ut(z,z).
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By Theorem 5.1, the solution </<(z) must exist and be unique in all of D u a„. It

must be holomorphic in D and continuous in D U <r0. But <j>(z) is holomorphic in

D and continuous in F> u a0 and satisfies the same equation (6.6) for z=x on a0.

By uniqueness (Corollary 5.1), we have </>(z) = >fi(z) on a0.

This i/j(z) serves as the analytic continuation of </>(z) into D u a0 u F>. In analogous

manner, we also can construct the analytic continuation of </>*(z) into D u a0 u D.

We now can use (6.2) and Theorem 3.2 to obtain w(z) for arbitrary z e D u a0

u D as an analytic continuation of w(z) for z e D u ct0 as given originally.

The uniqueness follows from the analyticity of the solution of differential

equation (2.2). This completes the proof.

The above lemma assumes that w(z) is Holder continuous for z e D u ct0.

However, in view of the following lemma, we only need assume that w(z) is con-

tinuous for z e D u a0.

Lemma 6.2 (Vekua [14, p. 313]). Let w(z) be a C solution of differential

equation (2.2) in D, continuous in D u 3D, satisfying

au+ßv = Re [A^w] = p(z),       X = a + ifi on 3D,

where p(z), A(z) are Holder continuous with index p,,0<p.<l, |A(z)| = 1 on 3D. Then

w(z) is Holder continuous with index p. on D u 3D.

Now we are in a position to prove the main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 6.2, it is easy to see that w(z) is Holder

continuous in D u 3D. Then by Lemma 6.1 w(z) can be continued analytically into

the domain D u u0 u D. But we can take D so that its boundary is as close as

desired to the boundary of T. This completes the proof.
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